HONEYCOMB DISPLAY

GENUINENESS AND REFINEMENT
Natural honey directly from the hive, for a breakfast in harmony with the nature

At the arrival in the breakfast room your guests will be amazed by this wonder of nature. Their faces
will be surprised as the experience that comes from its tasting.
Built by bees, honeycomb is full of honey and it is taken directly from the hive. Valgarda
Breakfast presents it on a stainless steel display and placed in a wooden frame that allows you to
appreciate the genuineness of this product, ensuring stability during the tasting operations by clients.
Each guest can pick up the desired quantity using a spoon. He tastes the honey with its nutritional and
curative properties from the picked up comb’s piece, chewing the beeswax. The display allows the
total consumption of the product, without leakage and waste. Once the honeycomb cells are cut by
special steel cables, that pass inside the comb, honey flows and drops into a bowl positioned under
the display.
You can adjust the honey flow cutting one or more steel cables.
A small memorandum is available to the guest near to the display and provides information about
product and ways of use. Everyone can decide whether to fetch a bowl of “just born” honey
or to enjoy it directly on the dish, picking a piece from the honeycomb.
The stainless steel display is very easy to clean, under the tap or into the dishwasher. For a safe
storage of the product, at the end of the breakfast service, the customer can put the honeycomb into
the special plastic tub supplied. It prevents that the product goes in contact with external agents.
THE PACKAGE CONTAINS
16 combs about 1 kilo each one.
1 stainless steel display (dimensions: W 22 cm, H 19 cm, D 21 cm).
1 small memorandum with the information about product and ways of use.
1 crochet for the coupling of steel cables that are broken to allow the casting of honey.
1 plastic box with lid for the storage of the product at the end of the breakfast service.
The supply is guaranteed throughout the year. In each comb you can find the high quality
that distinguishes all the Göeken family products from over than 200 years.
Dimensions: W 22 cm, H 19 cm, D 21 cm
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